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Bite Mark FAQs
What

to we want to see in Bite Mark

Core Contents
- Ironclaw article (rule, NPC stat or background

Art Credits

info)

Bitemark Banner

- Jadeclaw article (rule, NPC stat or background

by Blue Kabuto

info)

(www.bluekabuto.com )

- Short fiction (can be IC, JC, UY, Al)
- Adventure (can be IC, JC, UY, Al)
- 4 - 8 illustrations
Optional Contents
- Mondevelle (sp?) article (rule, NPC stat or
background info)

- Usagi Yojimbo article (rule, NPC stat or background info)
- Albedo (rule, NPC stat or background info)
- Other setting
How

long does it need to be or do you want it to be?

It can be as long as you like. Generally, I reserve 6 - 8 pages (12 pt, 2 column) per
article, unless it is an adventure, then we will try to squeeze it in. But if your
page count is more than that, we can always break it down into sections to be
printed in future issues.
Can

it also be in multiple parts?

Yes.
Am

I under a contract with you all?

Schedule for
Bite Mark 7

No. You are the copyright owner of your article. Since BiteMark is a freezine, each author
retains the ownership of their works. However, later on, if we want to use your articles in
future Sanguine supplements, we will negotiate a contract per article.
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TBD

THE SLEEPING LADY
Part IV
By Matt Trepal

THE STORY SO FAR:
Hired to retrieve a noblewoman’s corpse from the city’s necropolis, Bert the
Badger and Tom the Skunk, two resurrectionists from Triskellian, were betrayed by
their patron who revealed himself to be a wizard, and tortured them through terrible
magic rather than pay them for their services. While they managed to kill their erstwhile employer, they also discovered that the body they had pulled from the ground
was not dead. At least, not completely.
The noblewoman was the Lady Tatiana Fronsgero, a sorceress, and she admitted that she was indeed dead, kept mobile and active by powerful magic. She used
this magic to question the spirit of the dead wizard, and his ghost told her that the
purpose of the grave-robbing had been for him to gain entrance to the Society of the
Golden Light, a cabal of would-be sorcerers in Triskellian. Bert and Tom had been
used, and the Lady offered them revenge. Bert was reluctant to join in, but Tom
agreed eagerly, and that caused Bert to voice his fears directly to the Lady. They
were in deep. They had no options. If Lady Tatiana was as powerful as she let on,
how did they know they acted out of their own free will? Tom was less concerned
than Bert. If they couldn’t tell if they were being manipulated, he reasoned, then it
didn’t matter much whether they were or not.
The Lady admitted that she could do all that Bert feared and more, but also
told them that she had not -- and would not -- do such a thing to them. She asked
why he had returned, if he’d had those fears. ―Cause any other choice may lead to
worse places,‖ Tom answered for him as his last bit of resistance crumbled. Following Tom and the Lady Tatiana, the trio headed to Triskellian and a confrontation
with the Society.
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PART FOUR
The Constabulary were still out on patrol,
so our hike back to the city took some
considerable time. This was our fourth trip

“I did,‖ Lady Tatiana replied. ―So much
simpler than explaining to the Constables why we
should be granted access after sundown, wouldn’t
you agree?‖

along this road since last night, without sleep,

Maybe so, I thought, but I asked no questions

and I ached deep down in my bones, from the

about how she done it, reckoning I wouldn’t care

pads of my feet to the tips of my ears. The

none for any answer. We entered the Market

north wind from the morning had died, but it

Plaza, passing all the shuttered shops we’d

had left low, dark clouds that looked no more

browsed through earlier in the day. There was few

than three or four chains above our heads, and I folks around, and those were hurrying past, eager
could smell the promise of the Winter’s first

to reach shelter for the rest of the night. Down

flurries. Tom and I hunched into our clothes as

one side street I spied a pair of lamplighters,

we trudged back south, not speaking much. The struggling to keep the streetlamps lit in the face
Lady seemed not to notice the cold. We ate our of a stiff breeze that whistled down this one
remaining food as we hiked, and somewhere
along the way I decided that Tom had been
right and it didn’t really matter none if the
Lady were controlling me. I would take care of
what I could, and leave the rest to S’allumer
and Fate.
I drank most of the ale, fortifying myself
against whatever we might face. I can’t claim

particular street.
We soon passed beneath the Aqueduct and
entered the streets of the New Town. Pools of
light cast by lamps not vexed by troublesome
winds lit our way. The Old Town smelled of
sewage, and age, and often of sickness. The
Market Square smelled of all that was offered,
and all those that passed through. The New Town

what Tom and the Lady turned over in their minds smelled of none of that. I caught sweet-scented
along the way, but for myself, I thought of naught

firewood, and clean clothes, and warm bread, and

but what might await us at the Society of the

underneath it all still rode the Lady’s odd scent.

Golden Light. We’d left the two-room house near
to sundown, and was careful in our travelling, so
we didn’t arrive at the North Gate until well after
dark, the night made even deeper by the heavy
clouds. The gates was closed, of course, but the
Lady never seemed to take notice. As we walked
up to the man-door the Lady made a complex
hand-motion and spoke a few words I couldn’t
catch. Then the door were opened for us, and by

“Eighty years,‖ Lady Tatiana said to us as we
walked. ―Eighty years have I been entombed at the
necropolis! Twenty years more I spent at my villa,
and in that century Triskellian has changed much!
That whelp revealed where it is the Society gathers,
but his descriptions were incomplete. I shall require
your assistance in finding their nest.‖
She told us what Rudolf had related to her,

a Constable! The Lady stepped through, Tom and

and after some debate, and a mite bit of

I hard on her heels lest we get left behind, then

argument, we reckoned that the Society’s house

the Constable closed the door, barred it, and

lay here in the New Town, south of the Aqueduct.

returned to the gatehouse as if we’d never been.

We finally managed to narrow it to the southeast

“You did that?‖ Tom asked warily, casting a
nervous glance back to the gatehouse.
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corner of the city, near to the Dock Town’s walls.
(Continued on page 5)

(Continued from page 4)

in speaking with the dead is that they are often

Less than an hour of walking got us to the general

much more concerned about being dead, and

area, but then we had to reflect on Rudolf’s

remaining so, therefore they are much more

description of the house to make sure we was in

figurative than they might have ever been in life.

the right spot.

They take no interest in the physical world, and

“He said it has a tower.‖ The Lady led us
down a narrow street lined with large, narrow
houses, their gables leaning over in places to

are never pleased to be called back.‖ She made a
gesture that seemed to say But what can you do?
As we neared an intersection of the narrow

nearly touch their neighbor across the way. There

lane with a broader, well-lit street, Lady Tatiana

weren’t no lamps along this lane.

stopped in her tracks, stopping both Tom and I

“Aye, that’s what he said.‖ I waved my hand to
include all the surrounding houses, about half of

with her out-spread arms. ―See there.‖
Stumbling along the street was four well-

which had some sort of tower, cupola, or spire. ―But dressed young folk, a Stallion, a Red Vixen, a Doe,
that don’t narrow it down, none.‖ The ale I’d drunk

and a Mare. The ladies was giggling and laughing

was working, as I felt bolder than I had since first

at the gentleman’s words, and he had his arms

dropping over the wall into the necropolis, and my

around the waists of the Mare and Vixen. All four

reckless tongue

carried

were following.

bottles of

“If that’s all we

one sort or

got, we may as

another,

well go home,

tippling

cause we ain’t

from them

finding them.

as they

What else did he

pleased.

tell you?‖

“There goes
Virgile du

The Lady

Paturage.

fixed me with her

Rudolf’s

gaze, thoughtful

description

and penetrating.

of him was

“True,‖ she

very

finally admitted.

precise, at

“He also
described the house as grasping the Sun and the
Moon, and watched over by all the Planets.‖
“For real?‖ Tom asked with a frown. ―That
don’t sound likely.‖

least. The
dead do tend to hold grudges.‖ I noticed that Tom
had drawn Rudolf’s dagger. ―Remain here until I
call for you,‖ the Lady told us. ―There may be
magic thrown about, and if so you will need to act

“Has the Society has managed to actually bind with haste, but also with care.‖
the Sun, the Moon, or any of the Planets? No,

(Continued on page 6)

Tomkin, not literally. One of the many difficulties
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(Continued from page 5)

She glanced at Tom’s drawn blade. ―Be
careful with that, Tomkin.‖
We watched the revelers stagger towards us.
When they was nearly upon us, the Lady stepped

us all then retreat to your Society’s rooms, so that
we might converse.‖ The Lady gestured for Virgile
to precede her.
“Master Virgile?‖ the Vixen asked. ―Who are
these rabble? Dismiss them! Give them a taste of

out from where we waited in the deep shadows of the Golden Light!‖
the narrow cross-street. ―Virgile du Paturage!‖
she called out.
The leader of the Society of the Golden Light
stopped, drawing his company to a halt as well.
“Who asks for me?‖ he slurred, obviously drunk. I
thought I’d become somewhat used to the Lady’s
unusual scent, similar and yet different from
Rudolf’s, but it still tickled my nose. Now I caught
four more like scents, one from each of the
drunken youngsters we faced and each with that
weird twist to it. At the same time, the Lady’s
scent became much stronger, thick and
overwhelming. It were coming to me that this
might be the odor of Black Magic.
“I am the Lady Tatiana Fronsgero,‖ she said in
her most frighteningly gorgeous voice. I would
have business with you and the Society of the
Golden Light.‖
Her words penetrated the sorcerer’s haze of
drink, and a look of horror such as I never seen

“N-n-no...‖ Virgile stuttered.
“No, indeed, my little play-witch,‖ Lady
Tatiana growled through as predatory a grin as I’d
ever seen on a destrier. ―These two‖ -- she
indicated Tom and me -- ―have already been
granted a brief sample, and will not be partaking
of it again. As for me, I have very little soul left to
twist.‖ Waves of fear-scent poured out from the
four, rolling with the Black Magic stench into a
sickening mess. It were all I could do to keep my
gorge down.
Tom stepped up with his knife glinting in the
lamplight, and that shocked the Doe into acting. She
spoke a single word and made a brisk gesture and a
flame sprang from Tom’s whiskers, and he yelped
and stepped back in surprise. The Vixen then tried to
pull a similar trick, but I strode up and struck her
upside the head with my fist, sending her sprawling
in the street with a surprised yip. As Virgile stood
stock-still, I knocked the heads of the Doe and Mare

before nor since twisted its way onto his features. together before they could try anything of their
He knew, then, who stood in the street before
him, and what it meant for her to be there
without Rudolf.

own, stunning them as well.
Lady Tatiana spoke her own spell, then. ―Bind
their hands with their belts,‖ she told me after

He let out a panicky whinny and his eyes

she finished. ―I have silenced them for now, and

rolled separately, in that eerie, disconnected way

the combination should keep them from causing

that Horses do when they look in all directions at

us any more trouble.‖ So, I was full-in, now.

once. ―I... am engaged,‖ he said lamely.
“Come, sir,‖ she said, and gestured for Tom

“That surprised me,‖ she said. ―I did not
suspect these petty wenches would try such a

and I to step up with her. ―My associates and I did

thing, knowing who I am.‖ She glanced from

not make our way through the dark streets of

Virgile to me. ―Excellent work, Bertholde. Clear

Triskellian this cold night to be turned away. Let
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(Continued on page 7)

(Continued from page 6)

front door. The light within the house threw

thinking and swift action will get you through this

shapes of yellow, orange, red, and blue across the

night with nary a mark.‖

front plaza, and we passed through this color

No marks, but plenty of nightmares, I
thought. ―I don’t care to hit ladies,‖ I grumbled.
“Even if they’re trying to set me afire.‖
“These ain’t ladies,‖ Tom spat as he helped
me bind the hands of all four.
“Exactly,‖ said the Lady. ―Do not hesitate to

shower to enter the house of the Society of the
Golden Light.
Virgile halted at the impressive front door,
dark wood inlaid with ivory or bone and bound
with brass. He hesitated, and the Lady made a
sharp, impatient gesture at him. With an agonized
neigh, he drew a large brass key from within his

defend yourselves. There may be more of such work

cloak and unlocked the door. As it swung inwards I

necessary when we enter the Society’s house.‖

pushed the three ladies in ahead of me, catching

Once they was bound we hauled all three girls Virgile in the press and jostling Tom out of the
way. Rather than finding ourselves in the room
to their feet, and they looked miserable and
with the lanterns, we was instead all crammed
terrified, as I reckon they ought to have been.
They sure didn’t look like the sort what was used

into a small foyer. A narrow, low-ceilinged box

to scrapping about in the street. Virgile was

around the front door, I reckoned it were meant

different, though. He looked defeated, beaten,

to be security against unwanted visitors.

and hopeless. He knew what he’d tried to pull off,

We was all pushed together in the tiny room,

even if none of the rest of us was quite sure, and

tails twitching and ears flicking, panting nervously
he knew he’d failed, and that he was going to pay and knees and elbows prodding each other. The
some terrible, terrible price for it. I could almost reek of Black Magic, fear, and anger, topped with
feel sorry for the filthy bugger. Almost.
“Now,‖ the Lady said. ―To the Society.‖ She

a tincture of Tom’s spray were near to
suffocating. I could hear the Horse grinding his

and Virgile led, the Horse marching stiff and

teeth. ―Again,‖ the Lady growled, and Virgile

puppet-like, and Tom and I herded the girls

fumbled within his cloak. Whatever hold the Lady

behind. Virgile turned at the gate to a large house had upon him, it left him no more than a halfmeasure of control. He were all tails and elbows,
built of light-colored stone, with a great round
tower at one of the front corners. It weren’t a

catching the Doe in the gut with his elbow as he

watch-tower, such as along the city’s walls, but a

jerked his hand from beneath his cloak, a second

few extra storeys above the roofline, capped with key in his trembling grasp. The witch gasped and
lurched against me and the other two bound girls.
its own conical roof. As we strode past the fence
and toward the door, Tom nudged my elbow and

The Horse unlocked the inner door, and we

pointed to the top of the tower. A vane perched

entered the great front hall, I were assaulted by

there, topped by a crescent Moon. ―Grasping the

the stench of Black Magic, far thicker and more

moon,‖ he said.

concentrated than in the foyer, and then struck

“Aye, and look above the door.‖ Light from
inside the Society’s house shone through a great
stained-glass window of a rising Sun above the

dumb by what I seen around me. ―Ah,‖ the Lady
murmured. ―The Society also has a taste for
(Continued on page 8)
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quickly after, and bellowed in hot rage and cold

blasphemy.‖ The hall was mayhap ten paces deep

fear at what I seen.

and five wide, and at least two storeys tall.
Doorways led off to the left and right, three on
each side, and a wide staircase led up at the back
of the hall. High lanterns lit the room, and cast
their cold, clear light through the sun-window,
but they also shone upon a vast obscene fresco.
I’ve traveled enough in my younger days to

About eight or ten of the Society was
gathered in the room, now up and about pulling
the Porcupine to his feet. Their shouts of surprise
grew frantic and confused when they spied me
and caught on that I weren’t one of their number.
High-backed carven chairs surrounded a low
table, and beside each chair a golden goblet

pick up some skill in steering by the stars, and I

rested upon a carved wood pedestal. Above them,

know that the wandering stars, the five Planets,

skulls lined the walls, skulls of all the races of

all have incarnations. This fresco in the hall

Calabria, not animals. I could make out the horns

showed all of them in the midst of vile acts with

of Rams and the antlers of Stags, the pointed

each other, some violent, some carnal, some

snouts of Foxes, the massive teeth of a Lion, and

both. The figures were enormous, and the effect

the large eyes of Mice. At the far end of the room

was overwhelming and gut-wrenching. I dimly

hung a great misshapen skull with two sweeping

heard a keening sound coming from somewheres,

tusks, each capped with a gold and silver sheath,

and I wondered if the Society practiced torture,

the skull of some poor blighter from across the

until I realized it were coming from me. I had

ocean.

hold of both the Doe and the Mare, and while they
couldn’t speak, my cries had stoked a little of the
fire back into them. I could see their sneers, and
barely held back from striking them both.
“This is what you do?‖ I snarled at them, anger

Upon the table in the center of the circle of
chairs, a young Lynx girl of no more than fourteen
lay tied down. She weren’t moving much, so she
must have been drugged or somesuch. She were
painted up in gold symbols across her gray and

rising to cover my fear. I leaned in at the Mare,

black fur, like those I seen on Rudolf’s purse, and

baring my teeth. Badgers ain’t got the fiercest

a complicated design using the same symbols was

choppers but they beat those of any Horse. ―This is

inlaid into the floor beneath the table. A knife,

how you live up to your names? Strikes me you

larger but akin to the blade Tom now carried,

might all belong in your own oaken boxes.‖

rested beside the girl. A fierce rage burst within

A voice called out from one of the side rooms.
“Master Virgile? Are you returned? We have
prepared for the ceremony.‖ A young Porcupine,
effete and dandified in a silken tunic and brightly
colored breeches, stepped out of the middle
doorway to the right, and fetched up in surprise

me as I understood what these monsters intended,
and I struck out at a Wolf, the nearest to me,
catching the fellow in the eye with my fist and
shoving him backwards into a pair of identicallydressed black Cats.
I snatched up a nearby pedestal, sending its

as he saw us. He only managed to squeak out an

goblet clattering across the floor, and leapt at the

“I say,‖ before I pushed my prisoners to the floor

crowd, the tails of my coat billowing out as I

and were upon him. My first blow knocked him

imagined the wings of that Morrígna back in the

back into the middle room, which burst into an
uproar as he tumbled to the floor. I followed
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down from the table to free the girl, but couldn’t

necropolis would. I swung the pedestal full-on

loosen the straps that bound her. Tom stepped up

into the face of a portly Gray Fox, smashing her

and parted them with his knife, then I gathered

fancy spectacles, and likely her skull. She fell to

her in my arms. She was breathing, but just barely.

the floor in a heap and didn’t move. I kept
swinging, left and right, as I forced myself
through the press toward the senseless girl. I
reckon not every member of the Society practiced
magic, as I didn’t catch fire, nor turn into a fish,
nor have my soul twisted, nor nothing. I did feel a

“Bertholde.‖ The Lady was looking at me in a
kindly, sympathetic way. ―Take the girl. You and
Tomkin go.‖
“And you?‖
“Ah,‖ she sighed. ―I must remain, for now,

prickling in my mind but if that were some

with the Society.‖ She looked about the room at

attempt to rein me back or bend my will, it had

the gallery of skulls. ―Accounts must be balanced,

nary a chance. There weren’t nothing could stop

I think.‖ There was a choking, gasping sob from

me from dealing out to these Society degenerates

someone back in the corner.

a bit of what they had coming. Some threw up
their arms in defense and some tried to flee but
only one, a Rabbit in black leathers, tried to fight
back. He dodged my first blow, ducked under my

“But we don’t need to see it.‖ Tom glared at
the Society members.
“No, not at all.‖ Lady Tatiana gave up her

club, and rushed me with balled fists. He caught

cloak to wrap the girl, and Tom and I left the

me with a glancing blow to my jaw and then

house as quick as we could. We only got as far as

wrapped one arm about my neck. I grappled him

the front gate before we stopped, though. Snow

myself and then kneed him in the groin with all

had begun to fall. I’d lost my hat in the fray, and

my enraged might. He squeaked in agony and

the flakes settled on my snout and shoulders. I

loosened his grip. I pushed him away and brought

drew the hood of Lady Tatiana’s cloak over the

the pedestal straight down upon the crown of his

girl’s face, to keep the snow out. We sat silent by

head. He collapsed and lay still. By the time I

the gateposts for some time, watching the snow,

made it to the girl my makeshift club was

listening to the bells of Dunwasser calling out the

splintered and bloody, and the Society gave me a

hour. The snow covered the street, and the plaza

wide berth.

before the house, and built up on our shoulders

I climbed atop the table and stood over the
girl, panting and growling, daring any of these
wastrels to force me off. None tried. By now, the
Lady and Tom had also entered the room with
Virgile and his three ladies, and between us we
commanded the room as the Society members
cowered in the corner. ―Ladies and gentlemen of
the Society of the Golden Light, I am the Lady
Tatiana Fronsgero.‖ Some in the crowd moaned
low and terrible when they heard her name.

and heads. The girl slept wrapped in the Lady’s
cloak, her breath coming more regular as she rose
from whatever stupor she’d been cast into a more
normal slumber.
Finally, Tom couldn’t take it no more. ―What
d’you reckon is going on in there?‖
I cast a glance at the house. It didn’t look no
different than before, the lamps still shone and
there hadn’t been no noise, but I knew that
(Continued on page 10)

I tossed away the ruined pedestal and stepped
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The Society has other members, not here tonight,

weren’t the case. ―Don’t ask no questions you

and to them will fall the burden of attending to

don’t really want answered.‖

the questions that will follow. The best of luck to

“Aye. Well, then what’re we sitting here for?‖
I had an answer for that one, at least. ―If we
go without her leave, I reckon she might be
inclined to come find us.‖

them for it.‖ We turned a corner, and the
Society’s house was fully behind us.
“No, I shall find myself some secluded place,
for now, to rebuild my fortunes and to learn what

the city may offer me now.‖ She grinned a
Tom was nodding. ―And she might be sore that terrible grin. ―Perhaps I shall seek out the
she had to do it,‖ he added.
remnants of Lucio’s family.‖
“Aye.‖

“What about us?‖

The Dunwasser bells marked another hour. As

“What about you? I repeat, Bertholde, you
the last peal faded the door to the Society’s house and Tomkin need not fret. You may return to the
finally opened and Lady Tatiana strolled down the Old Town and take up your profession again.
walk as if on her way back to the Market Square. There is enough left from Rudolf’s purse to buy
When she reached the gate, she seemed genuinely new shovels, surely?‖
pleased to find us waiting for her. ―I assumed you
“Aye,‖ Tom admitted. ―But we’ve decided that
had done the sensible thing and run home.‖
maybe we’ve had enough of resurrections. We’ll
“We wasn’t quite sure which was really
figure something else out. If you don’t hold nothing
sensible,‖ Tom replied, and the Lady laughed at

against us, though, we’re much obliged to you. And

that. A friendly laugh, not her terrifying one,

we’ll be getting back to our own rooms, then.‖

though it were just as beautiful.
“You two have nothing to fear from me,‖ she

“This one needs to be taken care of, as well,‖
I said, nodding at the girl in my arms. ―She came

told us. ―You had no part in this conspiracy

from somewhere, and there’s likely a mam and

against me, save as dupes, and you have come

pap looking for her.‖

through your trials whole. You both have been of
great aid to me, and I never forget such truths.‖ I
took up the girl again, and we walked along the
street, leaving tracks in the snow.
“What will you do now?‖ Tom asked.

Lady Tatiana nodded. ―You’d best do that,
then.‖ As we walked along the street, she suddenly
stopped at the mouth of an alleyway. ―Good
fortune to you, gentlemen. If ever I have need of
you again, you shall hear from me. Farewell!‖

“I considered taking the Society’s house as my Backing into the alley as she spoke, when she
finished she turned and disappeared quickly into
own,‖ she said. ―But there will be an inquiry
soon, no doubt, and it would be best if I were
elsewhere at that time.‖
“You didn’t...‖ I stammered. ―Not... not all
of them?‖
“All but the two you struck down, Bertholde.
They no longer needed any attention from me.
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the dark.
Tom and I stood in the snow, watching after
her, until the cold creeping up from the pads of my
feet woke me to what we was doing. The bells
(Continued on page 11)

(Continued from page 10)

adopted her. She took the name Taversia, or ―the

sounded again, muffled by the falling snow, to

Sleeper,‖ and she took to working in Janesz’s

announce it were nearly dawn. We made our way

tavern, where he treats her like a granddaughter.

back through the empty streets to the Old Town,
not caring whether we left a trail back to the
Society’s house. The snow filled our footprints
behind us. Neither of us spoke of the Lady’s
parting words.

We ain’t seen the Lady Tatiana since that
night, and both Tom and I since took up other
work. I hear rumors there’s a new seeress what
got herself set up in the New Town, though, an
elegant Bear with long white hair, a long green

The Don never sent no trackers after us,

dress that matches her piercing eyes, and a laugh

magical or no, and what with his marriage and...

that’s as beautiful as it is terrifying. I reckon

other happenings, I reckon we was forgot. The

that’s the Lady Tatiana, though she don’t use that

girl woke the next morning, but didn’t remember name, settling into her new place in Triskellian.
nothing, not even her name nor where she come

She told us she’ll come calling if she has need,

from. With naught else to do, I more or less

but I’m always praying she never does.

In all of the Kingdom of Earth, no secrets are more highly prized than the
science Weidan Alchemy. The Ministers of Lu have preserved their mystery from spies for many years ... but as the fires of war blaze onwards, a
gang of thieves attempts the unthinkable.
This supplement for JADECLAW: Anthropomorphic Fantasy Role-Play game
features new events and stories from all the corners of the Middle Kingdom as war upsets the fragile piece in the land. This book presents new
opportunities for adventure, new martial arts to study, new forms of magic, new characters to meet, and the ultimate prize: the secrets of steam
locomotion!
http://www.sanguine.com/ordernow.php

Sanguine & Conventions
Or where you can find Ironclaw, Jadecloaw, Usagi, and Albedo games are run in conventions.
Here, readers will find with conventions will have Claws, Usagi, and Albedo demos / events
and name of people who host them. They are usually on the newsgroup. Once I get their permission to post their email address, I will update it accordingly.

No news
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Tai Shan's:
Guide to Calabria- Dunwasser College.
By Michael J. Simmons

Dunwasser college, which is located in the

taught. Here herbalism, medicine, surgery and

grand city of Triskellian, is the center of learning

even midwifery are taught to those who wish to

in Triskellian, or for the boastful ―The center of

learn. There is also another building dedicated to

learning in all of Calabria.‖ It is here that writing

the learning of the Arcane arts. The mage portion

and ciphering are learned, as is the extent of

of the school also deals with those areas of

knowledge of the lands of Calabria itself stored.

applied alchemy. There is also a fighters school

The College boasts one of the largest libraries on

where up and coming students are taught

things knowledgeable and learned in the known

weapons work from knives and daggers to Siege

world. Even information from the far off lands of

towers and other engines of destruction.

Zhongguo has been entered into the archives. The
school has been teaching young from the Middle
to Upper class families.
Before his passing, the Great Duke Don

The school teaches to all. Initially it was only
those who could afford it, but with the Dukes
final edict it now opens it's doors to all who wish
to learn. The crown had seen to it that the school

Fidelio De Rinaldi passed an edict for all children,

is well provided for, but that has since fallen to

no matter their station, to be educated in the

the Guild Masters who had the foresight to see

written word and to be able to understand

that what the Duke suggested be made a reality.

numbers so that they may better know their place From this esteemed place of learning, an
in the land. The buildings which make up the

inhabitant of Triskellian can learn much about

College of Dunwasser stand to the North of

Calabria without ever stepping outside the city

Triskellian and just east of the North Gates inside

walls. The school also possesses one of the few

the city proper. There are multiple structures,

working printing presses in the know world. It is

each housing a different school of learning. One

from here that news is fed to the citizens of the

of the structures is set for reading, writing and

goings on in the Guilds and Councils, as well as

ciphering and is the largest building on the

what is happening in the Great Families.

campus. The second is where the navigational

Weddings, Births and Deaths are all recorded and

materials are kept, including the Navigation

kept in the archives at Dunwasser.

Logarithm tables that are used by the Navigators
Guild.
Another building is home to the Healers guild,
where the school of Medicinal learning is
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Between the College and the Church there is a
rivalry which, at times, has been like nothing
(Continued on page 13)

(Continued from page 12)

politics of the Guilds and the machinations of the

more the gentle ribbing of two good natured

Church.

friends, to almost blood feuds. Both offer library
services, although the College does charge a small
consulting fee of one denarii. While the Church
does not charge , they offer it only to the lay-folk
when they feel that the knowledge serves
S'allumer's interest. This is something that the
College has issues with, as does the Church on the
selling of knowledge. The various building's which
make up Dunwasser College all serve differing
functions. As stated before, the main building is
for the teaching of Ciphering, Reading and
Writing. Here is also where the Staff and Faculty
gather in various offices to meet and discuss what
the school curriculum is and what can be added or
taken away as no longer necessary.
The campus grounds are separated in various
schools of learning from the main building where
the Printing Press is located, and learning of
reading, writing and ciphering is taught. The
other buildings are separated by a large expanse

[Character Notes: Name- Tok Mason, RaceRhinoceros(d10), Stats: Body- d12/d8, Speedd12, Mind- d12/d6, Will- d12/d6, CareerScholar (3d12), Gifts and Flaws: Racial GiftsRobustness +2 (5 pnts) Horn (1 pnts), Strength
+2 (5 pnts). Personal Gifts- Good Reputation
[Shrewd Scholar] (4 pnts), Local Investiture
{Dean of Dunwasser (1 pnts) Flaws- RacialPoor Eyesight (-3pnt). Career - Personal: Racial-Camouflage: d10, Resolve: d10, Career:
Language (Magniloquentia): 3d12, Ciphering:
3d12, Lore [History-Triskellian] 3d12, Literacy: 3d12, Personal: Oratory: d6, Administration: d8, Cryptography: d6, Etiquette: d6, Lore
(Law): d8, Leadership: d10, Psychology: d4
Initiative: 2d12&d6, Resolve: d12/d10/d6.
Height- 14hands (56”), Size/Weight- 9Stones
(126lbs) , Dash- 12 paces, Stride- 3pace, Lift
Bonus:+8, Strength Dice: d12&d8. Soak:
d12&d8. Max Encum: -18. Appearance: Hair/
Fur: Graying hair , Eyes: Hazel. Clothing and
Gear: Green shirts w/ a Brocade vest and pants.

of ground which has various sidewalks leading to
the other schools of learning and thought. The
Quad, as the students call it, is an area where any
one can relax in the environment.

The Faculty and Staff:
The staff and Faculty are a mixed lot who
teach the students about the subjects that are

The main building, housing the general

offered at Dunwasser. As Dunwasser is an all ages

classrooms and administration, is a multi-story

school, they focus on all subjects necessary to the

structure. This building also houses the

average ―Triskellian.‖ These range from teaching
dormitories for those students who have no homes younglings their ciphers and letters, to the middle
or families. The school houses some 400+ students agers who are taught the skills to becoming
and an additional 60 Staff and Faculty. The
“apprentices‖ of what ever crafts it is they are
Healers Hall is placed along side the North wall.
Along with the school's Weapons halls. The next
two buildings are located east of the compound
and they are the Music hall and Magick's hall.

learning, from either their families or their Masters.
You can find all types of folks here at
Dunwasser, from the studious to the adventurous;
from Apes to Wolves. Sooner or later all step

The Head of the College is Tok Maison, a

through the wide doors of Dunwasser. The College

Rhinoceros. While he appears to be getting on in

itself maintains an attitude of neutrality within its

years, he still has a mind that is sharp as a trap as

(Continued on page 14)

he navigates the school through the current murky
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(Continued from page 13)

walls. The Dean of the College, as well as the
Arms master, do not tolerate family feuds inside the
walls of Dunwasser. If some form of insult has been
given on school grounds, both parties are taken to
the weapons Salle and there they are given practice
weapons to do combat with one another.
Under the watchful eye of Sylvane are the
skills of weapons work taught to those who have
the will and desire to learn. Sylvane, a doe, was
instructed by her father and then again by the
former weapons master Tareles, an old wolf who
has since retired from the school. Sylvane brooks
no nonsense in her weapons ring. She is allowed
absolute authority on discipline and punishments

d12/d8. Soak: d12/d8. Max Encum: -18. Appearance: Hair/Fur: Tawny colored fur(brown),
Eyes: Green. Clothing and Gear: leather tunic
(deep brown), Green Peasant shirt, Brown
pants.]
The weapons Salle is a single one story
structure. The largest part being the practice
ring. At the end of the Salle is a pair of doors, one
leading to the arms master's personal room, the
other leads to the school's armory. On the walls
are the various arms and armor that the students
will learn, from daggers and knives to full swords
and bows. The Weapons training hall is situated
near the Healers hall for obvious reasons.
The School of Healers, or Healers Hall, is

when class is in session. She does not care about

another aspect of Dunwasser where the

the rank or social standing of a student. To her,

knowledge of how treat injuries and heal the sick

they are all equal when they enter the weapons

are taught to those who wish to learn. The

ring.

Healers hall is a long structure with four stories.
The first floor is divided into two halves. The

[Character Notes: Name- Sylvane, Race- Deer
[Doe] (d8), Stats: Body- 2d12, Speedd12&d10 , Mind- 2d12&d4, Will- d12&d4, Career- Arms Master *(3d12)/ Judicial Champion
(d12/d6), Gifts and Flaws: Racial Gifts- Hooves
(1pnt) Personal Gifts- Extra trait 7pnts (d6)/
Ambidexterity 2pnts)/ Keen Ears (1pnt). FlawsTaciturn (-1pnt)/ Proud (-3 pnts)/ Duty
{Training Students to Survive} (-3 pnts)/ Agnostic (-1pnt)/ Rivalry [Antilles{ArmadilloArms Master}] (Uncommon,-2) Skills: RacialCamouflage (d8)/ Herbalism (d8)/ Hiking (d8).
Career - Tactics (3d12), Resolve (3d12),Sword
and Shield style (3d12), Pole arm (3d12), Axes
(d12/d6), Fencing (d12/d6), Flail (d12/d6),
Lore: Law, Mace, Spear, Staff and Sword (d12/
d6). Personal: Acrobatics(d12/d8), Intimidation
(d12/d8),Leadership (d10), Sixth Sense (d12/
d6),Observation (d12/d8), Dodge (d12/d6),
Cloak (d12/d6). Initiative: 3d12/d10/d4, Resolve: 5d12/d4. Height- 16hands (64”), Size/
Weight- 10Stones (140lbs) , Dash- 6paces,
Stride- 1.5pace, Lift Bonus:+8, Strength Dice:
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front doors open directly into the hall
proper. The front half of the hall is made up of
beds for those that are healing or recovering from
illness. The wall on all sides are covered in cork to
muffle sound. Each bed area can be curtained off
to provide some privacy. The back half of the hall
is accessible through two sets of doors, each
being set into the wall. The doors lead back in to
the surgical wards where the real learning starts.
Here is where the local Doctors (those students
who have managed to pass their courses on
anatomy), practice their skill in bone-setting,
minor surgery, midwifery, and apothecary. The
back half is made up of rooms all branching off
the hallway.
The next floor is classrooms where beginning
students are taught, by rote or book, the various
skills they will need, from first aid, apothecary,
(Continued on page 15)

(Continued from page 14)

arts is an aging Irish Wolf Hound names Kern

homeopathy, medicine, midwifery and other

McGovern. He, along with several others, teach the

needed skills. The Healers hall is ruled by

arts of music, singing and dancing. It is said that

a Patriarchal Stallion named Clar Asclipieon. He

McGovern is a Bard from one of the Nobel houses of

takes his role as primary caretaker and overseer

the Bisclavret and was discharged from their

of the Healers Hall/Guild very seriously. These are service when he would not do that Lords bidding.
his children, as he calls the students and those
who have graduated from the Hall. He has
extended his paternal attitude to ensuring that
those of his order do go out in the world knowing
how to take care of themselves and others. It is
also rumored that Clar is a minor practitioner of
the White Arts of Magick.

[Character Notes: Name- Clar Asclipieon, Race
- Horse: d8 / Habitat: Plains / Senses: Spot .
Stats: Body- d12, Speed- d10, Mind- 2d12,
Will- d12&d6, Career- Scholar: 2d12,
Apothecary: d12&d8, Cleric:d12 Gifts and
Flaws: Racial Gifts- Extra Move +3 (3 points),
Hooves (1 point) Racial Flaws: None Personal
Gifts- Flaws- Skills: Racial- Hiking (d8) ,
Tactics (d8) Career & Personal- Language
[Magniloquentia] 2d12, Lore (Healing)
2d12, Ciphering (2d12), Literacy (4d12&d8),
First Aid: d12&d8, Haggling: d12&d8,
Medicine: d12&d8, Meditation: d12, Theology:
d12 Initiative: d10 &2d12, Resolve: d12/d6.
Height- 14 hands (56”), Size/Weight- 8 stone
(92lbs), Dash- 10 paces Stride- 2.5paces, Lift
Bonus: +5, Strength Dice: d12 . Soak: d12 .
Max Encum: -12. Appearance: Hair/Fur:
Brown, Eyes: blue (Midnight). Clothing and
Gear: White smock w/ Leather jerkin and
sandals.
Magic Points:30 points
Spells Known: Adept at the
following Apprentice level skills. Cure I,
Flesh Ward I, Healing I, Life's Whisper I.
Dunwasser college also boast a musical hall
where students are taught music and singing. The

[Character Notes: Name- Kern McGovern,
Race- Wild Dogs (d6)/ Habitat: Plains/ Senses:
Listen, Smell. Stats: Body- d12, Speed- 2d12,
Mind- d12&d10, Will- 2d12, CareerEntertainer (d12&d10)/ Bard (2d12), Gifts and
Flaws: Racial Gifts- Claws (1pnt), Howl (1pnt),
Teeth (1pnt) Racial Flaws: None Personal GiftsAmbidexterity (2 pnts), Keen Ears (1
pnts),extra trait (bard- d4) Flaws- Lame (-3 )
Skills: Racial- Hiking (d6), Tactics (d6),
Tracking (d6) Career & Personal- Oratory
(d12&d10), Fast talk (d12&d10), Psychology
(d12&d10), Performance (d12&d10), Singing
(d12&d10), Carousing (3d12&d10), Geography
(3d12&d10), Hiking (3d12&d10), Musical
Instrument: Lute (3d12&d10)
Initiative: 3d12&d10 Resolve: 2d12. Height10hands, Size/Weight- 4 stone, Dash- 18 paces
Stride- 4.5 paces, Lift Bonus: +8, Strength Dice:
d12&d8. Soak: d12&d8. Max Encum: -18.
Appearance: Hair/Fur: Greyish brown,
Eyes: storm gray. Clothing and Gear: peasant
shirts (blue), dark pants, deep brown leather
vests, feathered cap.
Magic Points:48points
Spells: Adept at The Way of the Bard.
The most common aspects of the school of
Dunwasser are Ciphering, Literacy, Lore and
Language skills. This is essentially the key aspect
of Dunwasser. Through these hallowed halls the
future of Triskellian is molded, per the former
Dukes dreams. The head of this area of the school
is one Andrea' Mouspatter. She is the school
(Continued on page 16)

Dean of the Dunwasser College of the Performing
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(Continued from page 15)

The other part of this school is

marm, as she teaches the youth of Triskellian in

Thaumaturgy. The rooms for this Art have

reading, writing and arithmetic.

been especially reinforced, as the art of

Character Notes: Name- Andrea' Mouspatter,
Race- Mouse(d6)/ Habitat: Plains/ Senses: Listen.
Stats: Body- d12, Speed- d12&d8, Mind- d12&d8,
Will- d12, Career- Scholar (2d12), Gifts and
Flaws: Racial Gifts- Claws (1pnt), Keen Ears
(1pnts),Teeth (1pnt) Racial Flaws: None Personal
Gifts- Ambidexterity (2 pnts), Keen Ears (1
pnts),extra trait (bard- d4) Flaws- Lame (-3 )
Skills: Racial- Swimming (d12&d6), Contortionist
(2d12), Stealth (d12) Career & PersonalLanguage (Calabrese) [2d12], Lore (Triskellian)
[2d12], Ciphering (2d12), Literacy
(2d12) ,Teaching (2d12) Initiative: 2d12 & d8
Resolve: d12. Height- 10hands, Size/Weight- 4
stone, Dash- 18paces Stride- 4.5paces, Lift Bonus:
+5, Strength Dice: d12. Soak: d12. Max Encum: 12. Appearance: Hair/Fur: Brown Hair, Eyes: light
brown. Clothing and Gear: Peasant blouse (lite
colors).
The last part of this College is the school of
the Arcane. The arts of Elementalism and
Thaumaturgy are taught here at this School of the
Mystic Arts. This building has only recently been
added to the school, mostly due to a pair of
traveling wizards who wanted to settle down and
no longer adventure. Master Ocaliusa and
Mistress Fasiaia; Master Ocaliusa is a master of
the Thaumaturgic arts; while Mistress Fasiaia
studied and learned the arts of Elementalism.
The school of the magickal arts is a simple
structure of three (3) stories in height. It has
been reinforced to withstand those arts, and the
interior has various rooms for the summoning or
containing of various Elemental Spirits. The only
exceptions to these teachings are the Shades and
the Undead, due to Mistress Fasiaia distaste of
such summonings.
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Thaumaturgy is, at times, explosive.
Thaumaturigists tweak the basic nature of Magick
as taught by Master Ocaliusa. Both Master
Ocaliusa and Mistress Fasiaia are Felines who have
been traveling together for a few score years. The
couple works together strengthening there skills.
This school is the smallest in class size, as both
teachers only take a select few students. Only
those who have the aptitude for learning are
taught the Art of Magick.

[Character Notes: Name- Ocaliusa, Race- Cat
(d6), Habitat: Forest , Racial Weapons: Claws
& Teeth. Stats: Body- d12, Speed- d12, Mindd12&d8, Will- 2d12&d10, CareerThaumaturge(2d12 & d10) Gifts and Flaws:
Racial Gifts- Claws (1pnt), Night Vision (1pnt),
Teeth (1pnt) Personal Gifts- Prodigy
(Thaumaturge) [lvl 10], Flaws- Foe Strong,
Common (-5pnts), Agnostic (Rare, Moderate; 1pnt), Duty (Uncommon, Strong; -3pnts),
Gregarious (Rare, moderate; -1 pnt) Skills:
Racial- Acrobatics (d6), Climbing (d6), Stealth
(d6). Career – Literacy (2d12), Lore: Magic
(3d12), Meditation (3d12). Personal: Spell
Throwing (212&d6), Spell- Casting
(2d12&d10), Survival (d12&d4), Cloak
(d12&d8), Administration (2d12&d4).
Initiative: 3d12&d8, Resolve: 2d12&d10.
Height- 10hands, Size/Weight- 4Stones (56lbs),
Dash- 12paces, Stride- 3paces, Lift Bonus: +5,
Strength Dice: d12. Soak: d12. Max Encum: 12. Appearance: Hair/Fur: Tawny colored fur
(golden, Eyes: Gold. Clothing and Gear: leather
tunic (deep brown), Green Peasant shirt, Brown
pants. Brown cloak with deep hood and
gloves.]
Magic Points: 68
(Continued on page 17)
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Spells Known: All Elementalist spells known.
(Adept at all spells)

harbors and shelters. This group of folks is called
'Loreist's'. The goal of this group, to the majority
of people who have heard of them, is to be a
force of Good in the Land of Calabria. Some folks

[Character Notes: Name- Fasiaia, Race- Cat ,
Stats: Body- d12, Speed- d12&d10, Mindd2D12, Will- 2d12, Career- Elementalist
(3d12), Gifts and Flaws: Racial Gifts- Claws
(1pnts), Night Vision (1pnts), Teeth (1pnts)
Personal Gifts- Flaws- Skills: RacialAcrobatics (d6), Climbing (d6), Stealth (d6).
Career – Literacy (d12), Lore: Elementalism
(d12), Meditation (d12) Personal: Dancing (d6),
Cloak (d6), research (d8) Spell Casting (d6).
Initiative: d8&d8, Resolve: d8. Height- 12hands
(48), Size/Weight- 6Stones (84bs) , Dash6 paces, Stride- 1.5pace, Lift Bonus:+4,
Strength Dice: d6. Soak: d6. Max Encum: -6.
Appearance: Hair/Fur: Black fur, Eyes: Green/
Gold. Clothing and Gear: Dress/Gown deep/
dark colors (Browns, Blacks, Greens), wears
sandals.
Magic Points: 6
Spells Known: All Elemental Spells up to
Master class are known up to Adept
status. (Minus Shade/Undead).
Social Gifts:
New Gifts: Dunwasser- 6 points
Character has been trained at Dunwasser
college. This training will allow for a character to
either select a new skill at a d4 level or increase
an existing skill by one dice level. Also, this allows
the student to have continued access to
Dunwasser College when the student graduates
from Dunwasser. The flaw of Duty will also have to
be taken to 'Dunwasser College'.

just consider them busybodies who stick there
noses into everything. For the group itself, they
ensure that events are chronicled properly, and
that lands and property are marked in accordance
to the law of the land and/or ruler. Also, they see
to it that knowledge is spread freely and for all to
learn, that ignorance is not allowed to prosper,
and that those who rule through the taking of
knowledge and history do not prosper. Usually, if
there is a conflict of some importance going on,
you can find a loreist somewhere near by.
While the Order is hidden, it's members do
learn of one another, and there are pass codes
and words that they use to identify one
another. They also keep a small pin or brooch as
a symbol of the Order (an Olive branch overlaid by
a Lyre .) . For the Loreist's, the greatest threats
they fight against are those who seek to cloud the
Truth of things. Whether they be Great Lords or
Lowly Peasants, if the Loreist's find a person
obstructing truth or using knowledge for personal
gain and not to the benefit of the whole, they will
ensure that that truth or knowledge is shared.

Loreist:
PrerequisiteLore/Knowledge: d6
Weapon (Melee or Ranged): d6
Code of Honor: Loreist Society
Gift- Dunwasser College

There has been rumor and gossip that the
School of Dunwasser has a secret society that it

(Continued on page 18)
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Correspondence to His Imperial
Majesty:
To his most illustrious Majesty the Jade Emperor, Jewel of the Zhongguo, and
voice of the Heavens. I, your humble servant Tai Shan, here by my own hand chronicle the
school of Knowledge known as Dunwasser College. This school of learning is set in the
Capital city of Triskellian.
This school teaches most of their young how to read and write. Their school of
Healing arts is almost comparable to our own Healers guild. Also comparable are their
school s of Music, Weapons training and Magick. Taking a walk through these hollowed
grounds is a rare treat indeed. One can almost sense the idea of learning. Their late Duke
seems to have been of a mind that educating all the young and not just the Privileged few,
would be beneficial . This seems to be catching on, albeit slowly.
This brings me to another concern, though I could not confirm if there is any truth to
the tales of a secret group that calls themselves 'Loreist'. What little I have learned has lead
me to believe that this secret society is supposedly made up of students and staff from
Dunwasser College, and that they are engaged in a mission of securing knowledge for all
people and not just the privileged few. I feel that this group may be an issue for the Empire
as there is knowledge that the regular folks need not know or be made aware of. It is this
servants humble opinion that we may want to look into our own ranks for these 'Loreists' and
expell them from our midst.
I would recommend, though, that when it is decided to take Calabria and introduce
them to the enlightenment that is Zhonggou, that the School of Dunwasser be allowed to
remain untouched, as it can help in the facilitation of knowledge and learning for not only
ourselves but our Future generations. The school itself as it is taught is also of some concern to our goals of bringing enlightenment to the people of Calabria.
Their school of Arcanum or Arcane arts is staffed by those who wield formidable
Magick's indeed. I would also recommend that we should keep the staff as they have established rapport with the students and the people of the city of Triskellian.
Yours
Tai Shan
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Blessed Bones
an Ironclaw Adventure
By Gareth Larter

the Bishop.

SYNOPSIS
Father Grendal, having risen in the ranks of
the Church of S'Allumer, now acts as the personal

SCENE 1

aide to Rabbold, Bishop of Granvert. The Bishop

15th of Green, 882 Après le Miracle

has received word that a set of bones have been
uncovered at Hexlingwick, a small village along
the Harrowgate-Thanon road and deep in disputed
Bisclavret-Phelan territory. The local priest, Father Henri D'Albert, believes that they may be the
bones of St. Marguerette du Charbonneau.
Father Grendal has been given the following:-

The Party are in Harrowgate, preparing for
the next stage in their journey to Hexlingwick.
They have been provided with a local guide, courtesy of Baron Sarrasine. Since the Baron has no
heirs, it is likely that he wishes the Church to look
favourably on him and grant him Indulgences for
past actions in return for some of his lands.

 A finely-made reliquary, about the size of a

They have been provided with a local guide,

coffin and inlaid with gems and silver, along

courtesy of Baron Sarrasine. Since the Baron has

with instructions to bring these blessed

no heirs, it is likely that he wishes the Church to

bones back to Rabbold's church in Granvert.

look favourably on him and grant him Indulgences

 A small company of eight Rhino Men-AtArms, led by an Armadillo Sergeant.
And the good Father's chosen companions for
this task?
 Sir Antoine d'Avoirdupois, a cavalier now

for past actions in return for some of his lands.
The Party will be approached by a rather
sheepish-looking Phelan male. This is Lunn and he
is seeking the Party's help in clearing out a tower
for his family. To sweeten the deal, he is prepared
to let them have first dibs on any treasure found

Paladin-in-training and in command of the

plus he will guide them through a shortcut which

Men-at-arms.

will allow them to rejoin the caravan before it

 Lady Ghislaine Taillandier whose indolent

reaches the village.

behaviour has gotten her into trouble again.
 Mudd, the strange Otter Elementalist.

(Continued on page 20)

 Bruin, the Bear Highwayman pardoned by
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(Continued from page 19)

SCENE 2

priest's dormer next door to the chapel.
The reliquary will be taken into the chapel
under guard and placed on the floor in front of

16th - 18th of Green, 882 Après le Miracle

the altar. The bones have been placed on a simple

The Party have to deal with Mulachi's Tower.

oaken board atop the altar with a sheet of fine

Once the Party are finished with the Tower,
Lunn will give them directions to follow a trail
eastwards from the Tower which will join the cart
track to Hexlingwick. They will rejoin the caravan

white muslin covering the bones. Good Adric proposes to hold a Vigil overnight and will invite any
clergy to join him.
Anyone who thinks to look, will notice the

as it camps for the evening, about a half-day from following on a Mind + Observation roll vs. 2d8.
the village.



Once dusk falls and the bell rings for Lu-

cernarium, the villagers hurriedly return to their

SCENE 3
19th of Green, 882 Après le Miracle
The next morning will be overcast but dry as
the Party break camp and head north through the
forest towards Hexlingwick. By midday, they will
arrive in the village and will be spotted by a group
of children playing. One of the children will run to

homes. Since there is still light, one would expect
to see people still working the fields or doing
chores or playing with the children. All the village
houses have their door shut and barred, their
shutters fastened. Through cracks in the walls/
doors, candlelight can be seen but no-one will
answer their doors.


The door and window frames have strange

a large stone chapel and pass through a vestry

markings etched into the wood. The Octogram of

door. Soon thereafter, Good Adric will come to

Light can be easily identified amongst them. Any-

meet the Party. He will immediately defer to any

one with a knowledge of Hedge Magic, will identi-

Clergy within the group.

fy the markings as a minor incantation of Protec-

When asked, he will explain that Father Henri
D'Albert was the local priest and had sent the letter

tion and Warding. Second Sight will not pick up
any traces of magic, Delayed or otherwise.

during the month of Frost the previous year (If the

During the course of the night's vigil, the

players think to ask, the Bishop received it in the

bones will have been placed in the reliquary. Any-

month of Snow). Unfortunately he died in the

one attending the vigil should be given a Mind +

month of Flower, having suffered a sudden heart

Theology roll vs. 2d8 or a Mind + Observation roll

attack whilst playing with the children one evening. vs. 2d10. Those making the roll will have a brief
Good Adric claims that he sent a letter soon
afterwards to the Bishop, requesting that a replace-

moment of uneasiness as the bones are placed in
the reliquary.

ment priest be sent to minister to the villagers until
such time that Adric decides to be ordained. Good
Adric has arranged for the cart and the Men-AtArms to be barracked in "Young" Jasper's barn whilst
the Party will be invited to sleep in the former
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(Continued on page 21)

(Continued from page 20)

SCENE 4
20th of Green, 882 Après le Miracle

SCENE 5
21st of Green, 882 Après le Miracle
Yet another overcast morning but now there is

The following morning is dry but still overcast. light rain. The Party will break camp and and
move on with all haste. Any discussion about the
The vigil complete, Good Adric will leave the
chapel along with any characters who witness the

previous night's events will highlight that there

vigil (not having slept, they should all take 1 Fa-

was something not right about the attack.

tigue). The reliquary will be loaded back onto the

Progress that day will be restricted as the rain

cart and Good Adric will see the Party off on its

has turned the cart track to mud, causing the cart

way. On a successful Mind + Observation roll vs.

wheels and people's feet to slide around in the

2d8, characters will see that the villagers who are mire. Once again, after the Party has made camp
not out working the fields look subdued and seem and turned in, the Rhinos will keep watch.
to be avoid Adric.

About the time of the Lauds bell, the camp

The Party will make good progress that day,

will be attacked by a group of undead. Assorted
crossing streams and moving swiftly along the cart skeletons will assault the Men-At-Arms, trying to
track. After making camp for the night, the Rhinos bring them down and get to the reliquary.
will keep watch whilst the Party turn in.
At some point during the night, an alarm will

Good Adric will be making his way south along
the cart track to catch up with the Party.

be sounded as the camp comes under attack from
a band of some two dozen Feocullen Atavists.
However they will be extremely sluggish and uncoordinated so the Party should have little trouble
putting them down. Anyone local to Bisclavret
territories will know that this is completely unusual for the Feocullen.
About this time, Good Adric will have set fire
to the chapel and unleashed the Undead from the
local graveyard. The villagers will not stand a
chance and the entire village will have been
razed by the morning. If you're feeling kind, you

SCENE 6
22nd of Green, 882 Après le Miracle
The morning will dawn grey and miserable for
the rain has gotten heavier and several people
will be injured or even dead. If the Party attempt
to press on, the progress will be sorely hindered
by the deep mire and there is no chance that they
will make it to the Via Salutis by nightfall.
Come evening, the Party will have to make

could make it that several of the children have

camp although they will be more vigilant in ex-

managed to survive, the younger ones being ral-

pecting an attack. They will not be disappointed.

lied by the older ones.

The assault will come from the hordes of Undead
that have marched from Hexlingwick, accompanied by Good Adric.
(Continued on page 22)
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can only be prevented by burying the wear-

(Continued from page 21)

During this attack, the reliquary will burst

er on hallowed lands. Additionally the crown

open. Standing in the remains will be the skeletal

will regenerate one Wound every Scene until

form of a Badger Liche with eyes like red glowing

the Wearer is fully healed.

coals. (Anyone with the Theology skill will know
that St Margarette was a a female wolf). If the

· The crown cannot be removed from the
wearer's head except through massive Holy

Party brought along the bodies of anyone who

Intervention or through the will of Septagus

died in the previous night's attack, they will now

himself.

rise up and attack the Party unless a Cleric
thought to perform a rite of Final Rest on them.

The Artifact
The Crown of Black Thorns is one of the seven Unholy artifacts of Misrule. Along with the
Spear and the Veil, it is attributed to Septagus,
the Lord of Misrule, in many Doloreaux myths.
 It acts as a major source of power for both
Black and Apostate magic by providing the
wearer with any and all Delayed Magic
Points for their spells.

 Over time, the wearer will succumb to the
influence of the Crown, becoming an Unholy
Liche. The wearer acquires an Unholy Trait
equal to his Race Dice. Whilst the wearer
remains vulnerable to Holy Damage, all normal damage becomes Enervated.
· The crown will always bring its wearer back
to life after seven nights have passed. This

Burial Marker from Hexlingwick Graveyard

The premier anthropomorphic RPG just got even better! IRONCLAW Ninth Anniversary edition includes all the material from the classic game, plus the criticallyacclaimed RINALDI and more! Fight with swords, with guns, with spells, or even
with your bare teeth and claws as the kingdoms of old collapse and evil rises up in
the dark shadows.
Printed: 368 pages, 8.5" x 11", perfect binding, black and white interior ink
http://www.lulu.com/content/4625544
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NPC— GOOD ADRIC
Good Adric is a young skunk, perhaps no more than 24 summers old. He stands 13 hands in height and
is 6 stone in size. Although he is a Cleric, he was also trained as a Necromancer by his mentor. Like
his mentor, he serves the forces of Misrule willingly to the extent that he is actively trying to locate
the seven artefacts of Misrule.
Body d6, Speed d6, Mind d8, Will d12
Skunk Weapons: Claws, Spray; Teeth; Habitat: Forest; Sense Tests: Smell
d8

Cleric
d4

Necromancer
d10

Skills

(with favorite use)

d6

Brawling

d6

Camouflage

d6

Digging

d6

Disguise

d6

Dodge

d6

Fast-Talk

d6

Intimidation

d10

d6

Literacy

d10

d6

Lore: Black Magic

d6

Lore: History

d6

Meditation

d6

Research

d6

Resolve

d6

Spraying

d6

Staff

d6

Stealth

d6

Theology

d6

Torture

d6

Tracking

d8

d4

d4

d8

d8
d4

d8

d10

Gifts: Gifts: Claws, Spray, Teeth, Extra Trait: d4
Flaws: Flaws: Misbelieve
Armour:

Padded Robe (d4 & Soak d6)
(Continued on page 24)
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(Continued from page 23)

Weapons:

Quarter-Stone Staff (To-Hit 2d6; Damage 2d6)
Claws (To-Hit 2d6; Damage 2d6)
Spray (To-Hit 2d6, d8; Musk Points 3)

Magic Points: 26 (only 24 as 2 Delayed in a Lazarus Heart on himself)
Spell Lists:

White Magic: Apprentice & Journeyman
Black Magic: Apprentice & Journeyman

Spell-Casting Skills:

Spell-Casting Skills:

Curse I - 5 (Adept)

The Black Bargain – 1

Death's Whisper - 3 (Adept)

Black Magic Journeyman's Privilege - 1 (Adept)

Scry Spirit I - 1 (Adept)

Control Undead – 2

Speak with the Dead – 1

Create Undead - 3 (Adept)

Steal Strength - 3 (Adept)

Death's Breath – 2

Wrack - 3 (Adept)

Drain the Soul – 1
Instrument of Vengeance - 3 (Adept)

Adric's Motivations:


Survive



Bring Down the Church of S'Allumer



Raise the Lord of Misrule
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NPC— OCHOTONA THE LICHE
Ochotona takes the form of a skeletal Badger, a band of black iron thorns crown his skull and burned
into the bone of his forehead is the seven-spiraled symbol of Septagus. Several hundred years ago,
Ochotona was a Necromancer in the service of Misrule and was fortunate enough to locate one of the
seven artefacts: the Crown of Black Thorns.
Badger Weapons: Claws, Teeth; Habitat: Forest; Sense Tests: Smell
d10

Necromancer
d12

Undead
d10

Skills

(with favorite use)

d10

Brawling

d10

Camouflage

d10

Digging

d10

Disguise

d10

Dodge

d10

Intimidation

d12

d10

Literacy

d12

d10

Lore: Black Magic

d10

Observation

d10

Meditation

d10

d10
d12
d10

d10

d10

Resolve

d10

d10

d10

Stealth

d10

Torture

d10

Tracking

d10

Gifts: Gifts: Claws, Teeth, Extra Trait
Flaws:
Armour:

Unholy Aura (d10 & Soak d10)

Weapons:

Claws (To-Hit 2d10; Damage d10, d6)

Special Qualities:
Undead (Mundane damage is considered Enervated; vulnerable to Holy magic,
Do not eat or breathe; can see magic)

(Continued on page 26)
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Magic Points: Magic Points: 32
Spell Lists:

32

32

32

Black Magic: Apprentice, Journeyman & Master

Spell-Casting Skil
Curse I - 5 (Adept)

The Black Bargain - 5 (Adept)

Black Magic Master's Privilege - 1

Death's Whisper - 3 (Adept)

Black Magic Journeyman's Privilege - 1 (Adept)
Control Undead - 4 (Adept)

Curse III - 1

Scry Spirit I - 1 (Adept)

Death's Touch - 2

Speak with the Dead - 4 (Adept) Create Undead - 3 (Adept)

Greater Unmaking - 2

Steal Strength - 3 (Adept)

Curse II - 4 (Adept)

Scry Spirit III - 1 (Adept)

Wrack - 3 (Adept)

Death's Breath - 4 (Adept)

Tapping the Soul - 1

Drain the Soul - 3 (Adept)

Vessel of Unlife - 3

Instrument of Vengeance - 3
Lesser Unmaking - 5 (Adept)
Scry Spirit II - 1 (Adept)
Ochotona's Motivations:


Survive



Bring Down the Church of S'Allumer



Raise the Lord of Misrule
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